a word from the
boss…..To spay

or not to spay?
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Most people take it for granted nowadays that the
pets we keep should be neutered, but it wasn't always
so. Twenty-five years ago, any vet would tell you that
there were countless unwanted litters of kittens and
puppies. With this animal population explosion came a
major stray animal crisis. Rescue shelters were full, and
found it hard to cope. Thankfully these issues have been
very successfully addressed over the years, and as a result
animal welfare has improved dramatically.
We spay our female pets to avoid the problem of
uncontrolled breeding, and the inconvenience of frequent
heat seasons in bitches (and even more frequent "calling" in cats),

but are you aware of the facts?
Cats Within 2 weeks of having kittens, will come on heat and try to get pregnant
again. Un-neutered males, as well as spraying unwelcome scents, tend to have a
shorter life expectancy due to the spread of infection through fighting.
Dogs Up to 50% of unspayed bitches, who have not had pups, will eventually
develop pyometra, a life-threatening womb infection. If a bitch is spayed before her
first season, the likelihood of her developing mammary tumours (breast cancer) is 15
times less than the rate for unspayed bitches. Neutering of male dogs can be very
beneficial in dealing with anxiety or aggression, and will obviously prevent several
diseases associated with excessive testosterone in later life.
So is there any reason not to neuter? Well, nothing is ever
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tend to have healthier lives, run a slightly increased risk of
for a spot of dog walking, and all in aid
developing urinary incontinence. This can easily be controlled,
of two very worthwhile local charities.
by putting a small amount of medicated liquid in their food.
Moor End Cat Shelter Josie Oliver
Also, both male and female dogs can undergo some metabolic
and Marianna Robertson, two extremely
changes, which may mean that a few gain weight more easily.
dedicated ladies, provide a sanctuary
In the first six months after surgery, it is crucial to be careful
for many cats in need of a home.
with calorie intake, and to monitor our pets' weight very closely.
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After that it usually becomes much less of a problem. Cats on
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the other hand rarely have any side-effects after neutering.
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volunteers look after children with
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For them it's a simple, safe and very reliable solution.
special needs, allowing the parents
As always, we are happy to answer any of your
some time for themselves.
queries, so please call our staff at
So at 10.30am staff, friends and pets, 18 walkers
the veterinary centre.
(with boots) and 12 dogs (at an advantage with four legs)
set off from Marks Farm Veterinary Centre to take in
the autumn air in the beautiful Essex countryside.
The villages of Lindsell and Stebbing were visited,
(as was the pub for a swift half) and as you can see
from the pictures a good time was had by all. We
brought packed lunches, which were very kindly stored
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swim?
Back at the surgery after mud was cleaned from
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feet and paws, we had 12 miles under our belts.
sharing?
We are very pleased to have raised just over
£1,800 for Moor End and BUDS. So a big
THANK YOU to all walkers, sponsors
and lunch bringers, for all your time
and effort to help these charities
continue their good work.
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way now?
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Meet the Gang!
Mischievous, intelligent, playful, cheeky, loving and full
of energy! Four wonderful dogs who belong to Andrew,
Lynn and Gemma Thurston. They have been clients of
Jerry's since the late 1980's, and over the years we have
seen just how devoted this family are to their pets.
So without further ado we would like to introduce
you to…Thor the German Shepherd weighs 54kg, is 4
years old and a bit of a softie. His toys Frank (gorilla)
and Charlie (monkey) must be with him when he goes to
sleep at night, but don't be misled. This dog would run
circles round David Beckham when it comes to the
red ball! Claude the Saint Bernard is the newest
member of the family. Only 7 months, he
already weighs 60kg! Bibs made from hand
towels and ribbons have tackled the
'drooling' problem and are also useful at
lunchtime, when he tucks into 7 weetabix
and two pints of milk! Spike the British
Bulldog is now 3 years old and weighs 35kg.
Although he's shortest of all the dogs, he
has no trouble in attracting your attention
Spike
- with a flying tackle! When he came to
the Thurstons aged 6 months, he had many
problems. Sickness and diarrhoea, an umbilical
hernia, cysts on his feet and was very nervous.
With lots of special care, he has greatly improved
and is now a very happy chap.
Polly the Greyhound is the gentle sedate lady. An ex-racer, she's in
complete control, and knows exactly how to put the others in their
place when required. So, never mention a lady's weight or age, but
sssh - for a 10- year-old we think she's a real star!
In addition Dribbles their 14 year-old rescue cat, lives a quieter life
upstairs, and the 3 tortoises who have been in the family for over 60
years have just been re-named. Hughie, Duey & Louis are now
Bertha, Wilma & Betty as it was discovered they were actually girls!
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So with this large crowd to look after, you can imagine days
in the Thurston household are extremely busy and along with
running their own newsagents in Queens Road, Braintree,
means a 3.30am start and a very late finish for all. However,
they really enjoy the company of their pets and it is very
clear to see that the safe, loving and dedicated care this
family provide for them is something to be very proud of.

GET
SPOTTING!
Enter our competition

WIN your pet an
annual booster
plus 6 months flea
treatments.
Circle the 6 differences
on the pictures, cut them
out and attach your name,
address & phone number.
Post or drop your entry
in to the surgery.

NEWS IN SHORT
v Congratulations & Well Done to Lucy
Cromack who passed her final exams and
is now a fully qualified Veterinary Nurse.
v New arrivals…..born at the surgery by
caesarean section on 19 September, six
beautiful Cocker Spaniel pups. Reports
are that Mum and pups are doing very
well. Also Bella, Denise Moloney's border
terrier has given birth to 8 pups!
v Talking of new arrivals….Rory
Moloney, who is now 6 months old, has
been very busy attending a Specialist
Veterinary Congress in Budapest ....and
Mum (Andria) went along too!

First three correct
entries drawn
20 January
2008, win!

We hope you enjoy our newsletter and find the information helpful, however it should not be used as an alternative to professional veterinary care. If you have any concerns regarding your pets' health please contact your surgery.

